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Absrracr.--Utilizing fish swlmming power and energy capabilities and the hydraulic properties of 
culverts in those locat~ons within culverts where fish actually swim, the writers have prepared a 
detailed manual of culvert design procedures for culverts which must provide safe passage of 
upstream moving, weak swimming fish (Behlke, Kane. McLean, and Travis, 1991). The design 
procedures utilize hydraulic formulae tor profile drag, non-Archimedean buoyant forces, and virtual 
mass force to quantify the hydraulic conditions within a culvert that the design fish can sustain 
without exhaustion for vanous time durat~ons. Final culven design may then be selected on 
economic or other bases from the full range of ma1 designs that are hydraulically suitable for fish 
passage. This paper provides an overview of the analytical and biological methods used in the 
preparation of the design procedures and its associated software. 

Introduction 

A design species and size ot' fish must bc selected as the basis for culvert design for fish passage. The design 
fish is the weakest swlmrnlng fish which must pass through the culvert bang designed. Since fish usually do not 
move at all times of the year, tlow condit~ons which occur during rhe tlme of expected fish passage are those selected 
for hydraulic considerations for fish passage. I f  fish passage delays of short periods are acceptable, flood peaks may 
be reduced for fish pasmge dcs~gn purposes. 

Following selection of the design fish and the associated maximum suwm flows during times of passage, the 
culvert design process proceeds as follows: 

1. Fish swimming capabilities of power and energy are determined. 
2 .  Fish swimming behavior when suessed within the limits of its capabilities by a culvert must be defined. 
3. Culvert hydraulics where the lish are expected to swlm in the culvert must bc determined. 
4. A culvert is designed lo pass the dcsisn ilmd and for which culvert hydraulics, where the fish swim, do not 

overstress swimming power mci cr1crKy capabilities of design fish. 

b-ish Swimming Hydraulics .And Capabilities 

A satisfactory culvert lor fish p w a g c  may have distinctly different types of tlow occurring simultaneously at 
the outlet, inlet, and barrel. 'r)p~c;il ly.  h~gher veioclties of flow and/or water accelerations occur at the inlet and 
outlet. while smaller velocrties of flaw occur In the culvert barrel. I t  may, therefore. be necessary for a fish to utllize 



white muscle (anaerobic) power at the outlet and/or inlet whlle relying on red muscle (aerobic) power for passage 
through h e  culvert barrel. Thus, it is necessary to detcrmlne the design tish's swlmmlng capabilities in each of these 
m d e s .  Typically, white muscle mode swimmlng allows the fish to deliver much greater sw~mming power than h a t  
of red muscle swimming. However. energy delivered In the w h l ~  muscle swimmlng mode is qu~ tc  limited. When 
white muscle energy capabilities are depicted, lung tlme pcnods, perhaps hour;. of rest are required before the 
capabilities return. 

The results of swimmlng pertormance tests o i  fish uc usually prcscnted as swlmmlng velocity, with respxt  ro 
the surrounding water, versus tlmc durat~on of swlmmlng at rhc specific velocity. Elunter and Mayor (1986) made 
an extensive search and statist~cal analys~s o i  prevlous fish swlmmlng tests by other researchers of vanous species 
and sizes of fish. The most useful of the~r  results, for all of the information available to them, were presented in 
the following form: 

where L is fish length, t is time durauon whlch the fish is capable of swimmlng at VIw velocity relative to the water, 
a and b are constants which depend on fish specles and the system of  units, and c is a constant which depends on 
species. They list these constants for all pruvinus study results which they were able to find. Most of h e  studies 
were for red muscle mode, rciat~vely long durat~on. swlmmlng, bur some studies were also found for white muscle 
mode swimming. Eq. 1, is rather extens~veiv docurnentixi for red muscle swimmlng, but not many species have 
been tested for whitc muscle swlmmlng. The writers performed field observanons to obmn suilable white muscle 
swimming capabilities for Arctic grayling. 

The results of Eq. 1, represent continuous swimming for time t at a constant velocity with respect to the 
surrounding water (V,,), with little or no honzonral water pressure gradient, and with no acceleration of the fish or 
the surrounding water. Utdizing a profile drag equauon (Webb, 75). the swlmrning capabilities of Eq. 1, can be 
transformed to swimming power and energy delivery capabilities which then can be used for predictive swimming 
performance in more complicated hydraulic cnv~ronments. The procedure is described in detatl (Behlke, et. al., 91) 
but will be outlined here. A profile drag equation (Webb, 75) for swlrnming fish is: 

where F, is the fish's profile drag, h is a ratlo of the Fish's body surface area to that of a square tlat-plate having 
a dimension equal to the fish's length, k 1s a constant, between 3 and 5, which relates well documented flat-plate 
drag m swimming fish profile drag [we have used k = -I), p and V are, respecuvelv, the mass density and kinematic 
viscosity of water for the temperature at wh~ch the fish swlms, and L is the length of the design fish. 

Prot'ile drag of Eq. 2 .  is multipilcd bv the swlmmlng velocity of the fish with respect to the water (V,,) in order 
to obtain net fish swirnmlng power. P, delivered by the tish while swimming in an expenmental environment at 
velocity V,,. So, 

Net energy, E, dehvered to overcome thc protlle drag 1s the product of P and the tlme duration which the tish swims 
at velocity V,, (Eq. 1). That IS, 

Thus. net power and energy d e l i v e ~  capab~litles are determined from experimental tllsh swimming tests. We assume 
these capabilities su~tablv define the upper 11m1ts for net power and energy delivery for similar fish sw~mming In 
the more complex hydraulic cond~tlons oi culvert tlow. 

Fish Swimming Hydraulics 

I n  h e  real world of fish passage strucrures. fish arc sublected to additional forces k v o n d  that of profile drag. 
Individual, addtiond forces result from non-Arch~mcdean buoyancy zffern. accelerat~on of the fish and/or h e  
surrounding water, turbulence. or sunace wave!, gtnerated by  swlrnmlng CIOSC LO  he water suriace. We have Ignored 



the latter two forces, because our field observations of weak swimmlng iucbc grayling (Thymallus Arcticus) 
swimming in and near culverts indicate that these forces are usually of minor consequences there. 

Behlke (1087, 1991) has shown that where water surfaces slope an adverse force (additional drag), F,, ac& on 
upsuearn-sw~mmmg tish. This force results from an Imbalance between the fish's we~ght anti iu: buoyant force. This 
IS: 

F, = W (sin Q, + cos @ (lan (8 - 0))) ( 5 )  

where W is the fish's we~ght, o is the angle I trorn horizontal) ol a streamline along whlch fish swlrn, and 0 IS the 
angle (from horizontal) at which the hydraulic gradient (HGL), usually the water surface, slopes. In the culvert 
barrel Q = 8, and both angles are small, so: 

where S ,  is the culvert slope. This force (the "gradient force") is usually small in the culvert barrel if S ,  r 1%, but 
it can be significant in the vicinity of the culvert outlet or inlet or where weir-baftles are necessary. Since W varies 
as L', it is relatively of greater tmporlance for large fish than for small fish. 

The final force cons~dered here to rewd upsumrn progress of a fish results from upstream acceleration of the 
fish or downstream acceleration of the surrounding water ( D u l y  and Harlernan, 1965). Fish we have observed in 
culverts appear to accelerate little while movlng through  culvert^ (Behke, et. al., 1989), so we have considered only 
water acceleration. This (virtual mass) force, can be expressed (Behlke, 1991) as: 

where a, is the accelerauon of the fish with respect to the surrounding water, here the water acceleration, and g is 
the acceleration of gravity. In order to evaluate this force it is necessary to calculate the water acceleration from 
the 1-1 hydraulics of where the fish is swimming. 

Both profile drag and the v~rtual mass force are semiempirical and are not exact. Future research may better 
descnbe them. 

These forces together with the net thrust force (T), generated by the fish, and the fish's weight (W) and buoyancy 
(B) are shown in Fig. 1. (F, is the resultant of W and B, so W and B do not act in addition to FG.) When F,, F,, 
and F,, are known for hydraulic conditions where the des~gn fish swims, the power necessary for it to deliver is: 

The energy expended while swrmmlng ~hrough any 
segment of the culvert, where these forces are 
constant. 1s the product of P and the time requ~red 
tbr the fish to swim through the segment. That is, 

where As is the length of the culvert segment k ~ n g  
considered, and V, 1s the swlmmin velcx~tc ut the 
fish with respect to the culvert. 

Fish Swimming Behavior When 
Stressed In Culverts 

Knowledge of where tish swim w~thin the tlow ' I 
Fig. I .  Drag forces acung on swlrnrnlny iish and thrust 

mass of water moving through culverts and how necesw to overcome lhese 
quickly they move with rcspect to the culvert as tnev 
\wim upslrearn IS necessary tor thc propr  uhe ot 



Eqs. 5-9. Our field studies and analysis of Arctic grayling swimming In the culvert environment (Behlke et. al., 
1989: Kane et. a]., 1989) indicate that fish seek those locations, at any obstacle, where the swimming is least 
difficult. This is generally at the culvert wail and relatively close to the water surfacc where the effects of culven 
cormgauon roughness are most beneficial. They also appear to understand their short term (white muscle) and longer 
term (red muscle) swimming limitations. They, therefore. appear to attempt to move quickly rhrough those areas 
where white muscle swimming is required but move much slower through those areas where red muscle effon 1s 
required. From our observauons, we havc selected (1.3 mts ( 1  f/s') for white muscle swimming and 2.5 cm/s (0.1 
f/s) for red muscle sw~mming as average values, both velociues are with respect to the culvert (not the water). 

These values must be determined from direct obsewauon of fish swimmlng in a culvert envuonment. Other 
species of design fish would likely move at different speeds than do grayling. We have found the field observations, 
necessary to provide this informauon, provide deslgn and resource agency personnel with a much better "feel" for 
fish behavior and for passage design. 

Though past tests of swimmlng performance indicate that an individual specles may have the capabilities 
perform certain swimming feats, those fish may not decide to attempt some barriers, though it apparently could 
successfully do so. This is another area where familiarity w~th  the behaviors of the species is imponant to designers 
and regulators. 

Culvert Hydraulics 

This discussion of culvert hydraulics relates to pusage of weak swlrnming fish. With the exception of tlow at 
very small depths, these fish probably cannot negooale culverts supporting hydraulically supercritical flow, because 
water velocities a e   to^ great for such fish to negouate the long barrel segment while swimming in the red muscle 
m d e .  Thus, for these fish, the depth of flow with respect to the culvert invert (y) must be greater than the hydraulic 
critical depth, y,, and, with few exceptions, the slope of the culvert must be less than critical slope for the design 
flow for fish passage. These constraints allow only for the existence of hydraulic M-1 and M-2 water surface 
profiles in the culvert barrel. At the outlet y z y,. For a ma1 culvert, when the Manning n, discharge (Q), So and 
culvert geometry are known, backwater curves can be calculated through the culvert from outlet-pool water surface 
elevations which support culvert outlet depths equal or greater than y,. 

Our field measurements (Kane et. d., 1989: Behlke 
et. a]., 1991) show the importance of large scale culvert 
corrugations. They are central to economic culvert 
design for passage of weak swimming fish, because 
they create a zone of relatively slow moving water at 
the s~des  of the culven. This allows the use of greater 
average velocities (Q/A, where A 1s the local cross- 
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allowable if the corrugations are small. Our 
observations of many culverts indicate that, where fish 
passage is importanl cormgations should be no less >-d 
than 5 cm (2") in amplitude. We have measured some 

cormgauons, we recommend the use of 0.4 Q/A as a 

a 
water velocities, in the fish swimming zone near the Figure 1. Water surface profiles In the outlet zone. y,, yo 

culvert wall, which were only 0.1 (]/A. For the and Yi ~ s ~ e c t i v e l y ,  hydraulic normal, outlet, and 
present, for circular culverts having 5 cm ( 2 " )  cntlcd depths 

conservative value for water velocities in thc barrel near the wall, where the fish actually swim. If an M-2 water 
surface profile exists in the culvert, water accelerates near the outlet, and velocities near the wall of the culven more 
closelv approximate Q/A. In the fish swimming zone at the outlet. near the wall, we are using 0.8 QIA, gradually 
decreasing to 0.4 Q/A in the barrel upstream from the outlet acceleration zone. 

In the barrel, after the fish has passed through any white muscle swimming which may be required by higher 
velociues near the outlct, the water veioc~ty where fish swim 1s taken as 0.4 Q/A. 

.At the culvert inlet, water accelerates as it cnters the culvert, resulting in a drop in the water surface. Here the 
fish must face all three of the forces ol Eq. 8. White muscle activity is usually required. For the fish to be able 
to move upstream out of the culvert inlet. i t  must have available sutficient white muscle swlmming energy. If  it has 



Conclusions 

u s 4  all of its available whlte muscle at the culvert outlet zone, i t  cannot move upstream out of the culvert. Thus, 
outlet conditions may effect the fish when ~t amves at the Inlet. 

Fish swimming power and energy methods provide a very flexible approach to the design of culverts or other 
passage devices. These methods provide the common denominator between fish swimming performance tests and 
actual design of culverts for fish passage. 

Since power and energy ate unde r s td  by profess~onal engineers and biologists,  his method provides a common 
ground for fish passage culven des~gn and regulation. Following the resource agency's determination of the species 
and length of the design fish. the culvert design suitable for t1cmI flow passage is checked by this almost automatic 
process to deterrnlne suitability for fish passage. I f  i t  IS not sulrable. the determining cntenon is fish passage, and 
appropriate changes arc made. 

Steep culverts require baffles of some sort. The 
hydraulics of four weir-baffle arrangements have been 
experimentally defined by Katopodis and Rajaramam, 
1989. These provide resting cells ktween successive 
white muscle exemon points over welrs. Our 
calculations of power and energy requirements for fish 
swimming over welr-baffles lead us to bclieve that 
streaming flow (Fig. 3) is better than plunging flow for 
fish passage. 

Matching Culvert Hydraulics To Fish 
Swimming Capabilities 

Design of new culverts is a mal-and-error process. 
For a design fish and a trial culvert deslgn, it IS 
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